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1) Adepth web-server address
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• Enter the PDB code if available from the PDB; otherwise, select the 
Browse button to load a structure from your local computer.

• The grid dimension is automatically computed using both the user
input “Grid size (X, Y, Z) in Å” and the size of the macromolecule. 
The max number of elements in the grid is 300 in one direction. 
Thus, users MUST ADJUST the “Grid size” values in function of 
their macromolecule size.

• In the above selection, the “Output grid file (dx format)” has been 
checked. It will provide the necessary data to display an iso-
potential map of the atomic depth with VMD. Small grid sizes will 
output very large DX files (~200 Mb).

• If one wants only the skin layer of a molecule, you have to check 
the box “Print-out extruded PDB”, then choose the min and max 
depth values.

• “Grid boundary” defines the additional space between surface 
atoms and grid borders. The greater the number the smaller the 
molecule will appear on the grid.

2) Select your PDB file
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3) Click on “Run analysis” button to start

The email address is not required. It is only used to send 
result data in a zip file to your email.
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4) Waiting page

If you did not provide your email, wait a few minutes to 
get the result summary message.

Note: Although Adepth is very fast (a few seconds), the time 
to obtain results may vary upon the server load or upon the 
size of output (remember that dx files may be very large for 
small grid steps).
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5) Result output

Result file is accessible by clicking on “result.zip”, then save the file on your 
computer.

This file contains:
*.out → Log file from the run
*.pdb → Original PDB file
*-adepth_sdf.pdb → Output PDB file with SDF values in b-factor column
*.grid → Output SDF values on the grid§

*.dx → Transformed .grid file into DX format for VMD§

§These files are only present when the “Output grid file” option is selected.
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• Display the output PDB file using an atomic-depth colored-coded ribbon by 
clicking on “display output PDB file”.

• A Jmol applet will display the result in a new window. By default the 
molecule is shown using the “Rockets” style. 

• Click with the mouse right-button to display the viewing options of Jmol.

Exposed
atoms

Buried
atoms
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• The atomic depth value is the distance of the atomic 
center from the solvent accessible surface

• The header of a sample *_sdf.pdb file is shown below:

6) Interpretation of results

• Red boxes indicate the values for the probe radius and 
the grid spacing (both in Å)

• Blue box indicates the min and max depth values of 
macromolecule

• Green box indicates the atomic depth. For respecting 
the PDB format of the B-factor column, depth values 
are provided as positive values.
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7) Visualization of results

1. Run VMD

2. Click on <File> and select <New molecule…>. 
The “Molecule File Browser” will pop up.

The VMD main menu pop-up.

VMD is a molecular visualization program for displaying, 
animating, and analyzing large biomolecular systems using 3-D 
graphics and built-in scripting.
Go here to download: http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/
To cite VMD: Humphrey W, Dalke A and Schulten K (1996) 
VMD: visual molecular dynamics. J. Mol. Graph. 14: 33-38.
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3. Click on “Browse…” button to load your input file. 
The “Choose a molecule file” menu will pop up, 
select your molecule and its name will appear in the 
“Molecule File Browser” highlighted in yellow.
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•In the above window, the “Determine file type” has 
been automatically selected. Click on “Load” to open 
the output file in PDB format from Adepth,

•Repeat step 3 to open the corresponding DX grid output file.

• Careful, when loading multiple files with the above menu, it is 
necessary to SELECT “Load files for:” New Molecule each 
time.
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Now, in the main window of VMD, three molecules are loaded:
Input PDB file: 1ay1.pdb
Output Adepth PDB file: 1ay1_adepth_sdf.pdb
DX grid file: 1ay1.pdb.dx

You should see something like this in the Graphics window:
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4. Wireframe view of the isosurface

a/ Click on the VMD main window <Graphics> and select 
<Representations…>. The “Graphical representations”
menu will pop up.

b/ Click on the Draw “green box” and select “Wireframe”.

c/ Click on the Show “blue box” and select “Isosurface”

d/ Click in the Isovalue “red box” to change the depth of 

the isosurface
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Representation of two different isosurface depths:

Using the above settings, the graphical window should looks like:
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a/ Disable the display of isosurface: use the “VMD 
main” window and double click on the D letter of 
the corresponding molecule you wish to disable:

b/ In the above example, both *.pdb and *.dx files 
have been switched off.

c/ Using the “Graphical Representations” window, 
it is possible to display the atomic depth values 
on a ribbon representation of the 
macromolecule as shown in the below graphics:

5. Display of atomic depth using VMD ribbons
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In the above window, the 
selected “Drawing method” is 
“New Ribbons” and the selected 
Coloring method is “beta”. This 
option select a default blue-to-red 
gradient color scale for values 
present in the B-factor column of 
a PDB file.

The above image shows 
the “New Ribbon” drawing 
method colored according 
to values present in the b-
factor column.


